Hi, I have searched all over the internet for an
adapter cable that converts an HDMI signal to a DVI-I video signal and an audio signal (preferably to a 3.5mm jack).

I'm considering getting an HDMI-DVI adapter so I can plug my PS4 into my monitor (Don't have a proper TV and want to play GTA V). My monitor... RadioShack 8-Ft. HDMI to DVI Cable. 0 out of 5 RadioShack 12-Ft. High Speed with Ethernet HDMI Cable. RadioShack Male HDMI to Female DVI Adapter. Arkview USB 2.0 to DVI/VGA/HDMI/AUDIO Adapter. by ComputerTV. Cable Matters. I have a card with DVI and HDMI-mini (yuck!) outs. It originally came with a DVI-to-HDMI adapter rather than HDMI-mini-to-HDMI. Is sound supposed to work. If using a HDMI-to-DVI adapter or cable, connect a different cable to support the audio signal. IMPORTANT: Since DVI inputs only support video signals, another HDMI-to-DVI Adapter...

Read customer reviews and buy online at Best Buy. The Nvidia cards support audio thought the DVI connection as long as you use a proper DVI to HDMI adapter, which shouldn't be a problem if you already had.

Additionally, unless you're using an HDMI connector, you'll need a 3.5mm audio RCA cable with a mini-jack splitter or a mini-jack connector in order to transmit.

Even though they only had DVI output, you would get sound over HDMI with a simple adapter. Because some DVI to HDMI adapters didn't work, it sounds like it.
You need a DVI to HDMI adapter with audio cables included for stereo. The cheapest connectors only transfer images, but no sound. Otherwise, you can use the AmazonBasics HDMI to DVI Adapter or Aluratek's HDMI 1080p to VGA Adapter with audio.

Using a DVI-D (Dual link) to HDMI adapter and a 3.5mm stereo audio cable. Not using any graphic card. Applications include conversion from HDMI to DVI-D or vice versa, with only video being passed and no audio with this adapter.

>>>CLICK HERE<<<

There are no guest ratings for GE Audio Cable, 6' GE 24108 DVI Male to HDMI Female Adapter. $17.49 Online Price.